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One night Lily rescues a tiny mermaid who has been hurt in a terrible storm. The two become the

best of friends, and Delphi shows Lily a magical world where mermaids play. But as Delphi gets

better she must leave Lily and return to the sea. An enchanting story of friendship, with magical

illustrations throughout.
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This book is beautiful and such a touching and lovely story. My daughter is just getting interested in

mermaids at age 3 (almost 4 now). She loved this book so much. I wish I had read the book before I

wrapped it just a couple days before Christmas. I would have gone out and found a shell that you

can hear that ocean sound in like the one spoken of in the book and given it along with the book.

She immediately wanted one of those shells. It's such a cute book -- one that really captures the

imagination of a little girl. You will not be disappointed with this book. It's lovely.

It's hard to figure out which books to order for my granddaughter because you never know until they

arrive and you read them whether they're good. This one is special. I hit the jackpot. There's action,



there's little-girl suspense -- and, of course, there are mermaids. Even for the non-mermaid crowd,

this book tells a great story. Not only won't you be disappointed, I suspect you might be thrilled like I

was.

Cute story. The little girl finds a little mermaid stranded after getting hurt. She nurses he mermaid

back to health and then releases her again to the ocean. My daughter loves the pictures, which

have the mermaid's tail getting shinier as she gets healthier (foil on the page.) it leads to a lot of

good discussions with my 3 yr old daughter, especially about helping others and what it means to

be a good friend. I gave her this book for Christmas along with aurora world inc Merida mermaid

and she carries the two together.

The story is wonderful, my 5 & 7 year olds LOVE IT! I was disappointed to find that the book had a

red pen mark under a couple words on the first page. Seller said it was "new". If it was new, I doubt

it would have a red pen mark.

It's so nice to have a mermaid book to read to my daughter which is not about Ariel. My daughter

loves to substitute the names of the characters with her and her friends names. Great illustration,

sweet story.

We bought this with a mermaid doll for our three year old's birthday and she has really enjoyed it. A

sweet story with lovely illustrations. A good calm down or bedtime book and with enough of a story

and pictures to capture our five year old as well. In a nutshell (or seashell) a mermaid is rescued by

a little girl and heals in her fish tank and as she does the pictures become more sparkly which

intrigued both children. A little more plot and I would have given it 5 stars.

My daughter loves this book - back when i read it to her at 3/4 yrs old and now at 7, when she reads

it to me!

My daughters favorite book. I read this book every day at least once. Nicely written and beautiful

illustrations.
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